
To get prospects to pay attention to your offering, show them you 
understand their world. Versus just talking about yourself, your 
company and what you sell. Here are a few examples (4 samples of 
2 pages each) of getting into a client’s world.  
  

In creating these pieces for my clients, my goal was to let the reader 
(prospect) know that my client understood their challenges, making 
them more receptive to hearing about my client’s offering. 
 
 
 
 



This company creates—among other things—the customized gift baskets of samples and accessories 
that makeup departments of stores like Macy’s give away as a purchase bonus.  
  

The audience was the buyers of these products—one of whom I suggested interviewing to better 
understand their day-to-day reality. What I learned went into the first two paragraphs below, in 
order to catch the attention of others like them. 





A capabilities piece for Vanderlande Industries, manufacturer of baggage-handling systems. Rather 
than going on and on about the company, the first two paragraphs below let prospects (airport 
managers) know that Vanderlande understands the challenges they face in this arena. An 
“understood” prospect is a more receptive one. 





When I asked who the audience was for this capabilities piece for TeleVox (doctor-patient 
communications software), my client said doctors. Yet, a little more digging revealed that it was office 
managers (OM) who’d be far more likely to see it first (and would be the biggest beneficiaries of the 
product). Only if they liked it would it then be passed on to the doctor for the buying decision.  
  

I was able to speak to an OM, discovered what their daily challenges were, and then simply outlined 
all that in the copy below, in order to speak to other OM’s.  





First inside page of a catalog for Rainey, manufacturer of compression garments—post-op apparel 
following elective surgery. Like the other examples earlier, in the paragraph below, I spoke first to 
what mattered to the audience (the actual doctors, in this case), along with the consequences of going 
with the wrong provider.  
  

After establishing that Rainey understood their world, the piece offered up the ultimate benefit for the 
prospect—a stronger, more successful practice. 




